
 

we are now going to investigate optimal control problems beyond
the LQR paradigm LQR problems are important especially in
tracking type problems But many problems do not fit that
structure

Example This is the minimum time control of a double

integrator All quantities are scalars
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we begin the analysis by forming the Hamiltonian
endpoint functions
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The costate a transversality conditions are
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The pointwise minimum condition gives
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Let's first investigate the singular case Assume that 2 0

on some non trivial interval of time

72 0 2.2 0 2 0

as seen from the costate equations At the final time

Hf do 7,4 22
0

0 To _o

This violates non triviality We conclude that the singular
case cannot occur

As a result the control can take only values of It

Observe that 7oz is a linear function of time meaning
it can only switch signs one time Denote such a

switch time as ti



Thus there are 4 possible control solutions
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Because it is 72 that is causing the control to switch

it is sometimes called the switching function

Integrating the state equations with u It gives

Xz It a

IET at b

where a _Xzlo and be Xzlo Eliminating t gives

EXE1 C for u I

EXE d for u I

we can then plot the parabolas for various values of C d
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Now pause and think about these graphs If we start in

the 1st quadrant applying u 11 will move us farther from
the origin Applying u I will move us into the 4th quadrant
As soon as we hit the green ie et curve in the 4th

quadrant we can switch to u 11 and go straight to
the origin

This motivates the following switching curve X 4 21 21
AXz

1 4 1

If the current state is above the switching curve apply
a control of u I If the current state is below the

switching surface apply a control of u 11 If the
current state is on the switching curve and Xz is
positive negative apply u l u ti
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Since we've solved the problem for any current state
this constitutes a feedback control law This is the best

possible situation

We'll now explore two other ways we could solve this problem

They will result in open loop solutions meaning the solutionis
specific to the initial state

A Sequential Convex Program For a fixed final time we could

discretize and solve in Yalmip If Yalmip returns infeasible
we know our final time is too small If Yalmip returns
a feasible answer then the minimum final time is less
than or equal to the final time used

Thus we need to solve a sequence of Yalmip problems
searching for the least final time for which the problem
is feasible

This type of approach is called a Direct method It involves

only the States controls It does not involve the

costates



The Shooting Method The shooting method is an Indirect

method It uses the costates and it tries to solve the

optimality conditions

Returning to the optimality conditions we can rewrite them

as a two point boundary value problem

Xz Xilo given x Ct giveni

Iz sign Iz Ho given Wtf given
7 0 7 o unknown

1 I 126 unknown

see that the initial costates are unknown Also the final
time is unknown Thus there are three unknowns

Fortunately we will always have the right number of equations
to resolve the unknowns

X tf _0

Xz tf 0

Hf To 7 fXzf t 7zfUf 0

The optimal control problem has been reduced to a root

solving problem Guess 7,6 726 tf use Newton's

Method to iterate satisfy the 3 equations



An Approximate ShootingMethod Unfortunately the above problem
is non smooth because of the signZz term

The problem can be approximated in a smooth way using
the tanh function In fact lim tanh yds sign 1a

j oo

Thus the smooth boundary value problem is

X Xz

xE tanh yw
I O

D I

with all other constraints the same



Terminal Descent Phase Let's now look at a variation

of the above problem which has gravity and mass

dynamics Consider a lunar lander in the vertical terminal

descent phase

JT
A

The equations of motion are

I Xz
Iz g TIM
in 2T

The objective is to minimize the flight time and the thrust

is boundedby Truax Starting at some altitude downward

velocity the vehicle must land on the surface with

zero velocity



The Hamiltonian for this problem is

H To 71 2 721 g Ttm 73C at

The costate equations and transversality conditions are
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The pointwise minimum condition is
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we will now investigate the singular case Suppose that

Ym 73 0 on some interval It tzJ
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Thus 7 is zero for all time since 741 0 Furthermore

Iz is constant Let's look at 3 cases

1 Suppose 72 0 Then 73 0 on It tzJ since
Mm 273 0 Furthermore 13 0 everywhere such that

73 0 everywhere At the final time the Hamiltonian
is zero causing 70 0 This violates non triviality
Thus 7210

2 Suppose 7oz 0 Then 1320 since Ttm 273 0

Also Ig 0 A function that is positive increasing

cannot terminate at Zero 74 0 Thus 127 0



3 Suppose 1220 Then 23 0 and IzLO Thus it

is impossible for 2zf o Thus 2240

To summarize we assumed singularity and then arrived

at various impossibilities

We now know that

T Ina Hm ads so
74in 473 LO

we also know that the final phase of flight must be
thrusting or else the vehicle will not land with zero

velocity

As such we expect the optimal solution to be a

coasting phase no thrust followedby a powered phase
thrust

This is shown in the 1964 paper by Meditch


